To,
All Heads of Circles,
BSNL

Sub: Rule 8 transfer being considered at Circle Level.—Report thereon.

I am directed to convey that while dealing complaints regarding transfer of JTOs it has been observed by O/o CVO, BSNL that there should be a mechanism at Corporate Office Level to monitor rule 8 transfer cases being considered by circles to see whether guidelines prescribed in transfer policy are being adhered to or not.

It has been therefore decided by competent authority to call for report on half yearly basis from all circles in the enclosed proforma for perusal of competent authority. Half yearly reports may be sent to this office at the end of June and December every year by 15th July and 15th January respectively.

Encl: As above

(A.K. Singh)
Asstt. Gen. Manager (Estt. IV)
☎: 011-23734152 & ☎: 011-23725255